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SIZE (A) HYPNOTIC (B) EROSION (C) LAZER
Small 3330-2009 3330-2014 3330-2019
Medium 3330-2010 3330-2015 3330-2020
Large 3330-2011 3330-2016 3330-2021
X-large 3330-2012 3330-2017 3330-2022
XX-large 3330-2013 3330-2018 3330-2023
 

FLUX GLOVES
•Thor’s lightest, coolest, and least restrictive glove; designed for riders that 

want minimal restriction and maximum interface with the bike
•Dimple mesh and Q-span construction for maximum flexibility and airflow
•Pre-curved shape eliminates bunching in palm area
•Perforated palm for heat discharge
•Stretch-mesh finger gussets for breathability
•Asymmetrical Light-Prene cuff with integrated flex  

panel for a secure fit with  
maximum mobility SUG. RETAIL..................................$29.95

SIZE (A) BLACK (B) RED (C) BLUE (D) ZEBRATEC
X-small 3330-2030 3330-2036 3330-2042 3330-2048
Small 3330-2031 3330-2037 3330-2043 3330-2049
Medium 3330-2032 3330-2038 3330-2044 3330-2050
 

SIZE (A) BLACK (B) RED (C) BLUE (D) ZEBRATEC
Large 3330-2033 3330-2039 3330-2045 3330-2051
X-large 3330-2034 3330-2040 3330-2046 3330-2052
XX-large 3330-2035 3330-2041 3330-2047 3330-2053
 

CORE GLOVES
•The best-fitting, most performance-oriented  

glove Thor’s ever made
•Air-mesh backhand for breathability and comfort
•Two-way stretch across knuckles and fingers for 

improved flexibility
•Pre-curved grip fingers reduce fatigue and prevent 

bunching in the palm area
•Dimple mesh construction for increased airflow
•Integrated top-of-hand TPR detail
•Tacky silicone print on fingertips and palm overlay 

for added grip and increased lever control
•TPR hook-and-loop wrist closure system
•Direct-inject rubber on knuckles provides protection
•Clarino® padded palm and thumb overlay for durability and comfort SUG. RETAIL.................................$29.95

SIZE (A) BLACK (B) RED (C) BLUE (D) YELLOW (E) GREEN (F) ORANGE
X-small 3330-2054 3330-2060 3330-2066 3330-2072 3330-2078 3330-2084
Small 3330-2055 3330-2061 3330-2067 3330-2073 3330-2079 3330-2085
Medium 3330-2056 3330-2062 3330-2068 3330-2074 3330-2080 3330-2086
Large 3330-2057 3330-2063 3330-2069 3330-2075 3330-2081 3330-2087
X-large 3330-2058 3330-2064 3330-2070 3330-2076 3330-2082 3330-2088
XX-large 3330-2059 3330-2065 3330-2071 3330-2077 3330-2083 3330-2089
 

PHASE GLOVES
•The perfect combination of coverage  

and flexibility
•Dimple-Mesh chassis provides an excellent fit
•Genuine Clarino® palm offers durability 

and control
•Airprene cuff for a secure fit
•Silicone fingertips for added grip and 

increased lever control

SUG. RETAIL.......................$19.95
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PLUG-IN INDICATOR KIT
FOR KOSO DB-02 AND DB-02R 

SPEEDOMETERS
•Docks with DB-02 and DB-02R 

speedometers to add  
additional indicators

•Unlike other indicator kits, this model can be custom built to match any use
•Eight indicator light slots accept any of the twelve available symbols: turn 

signal, turn signal (option 2), hazard, high beam, low beam, fuel, water, 
neutral, reverse, engine, oil, maintenance and solid black

•Measures: 2.85” H x 5.57” W x .73” W (72.4x141.5x18.4mm)

DL-02S SPEEDOMETER
•Easy-to-read digital LCD display with blue 

backlight and chrome housing
•Two easy-to-access function buttons  

on front of instrument
•Displays speed (0-160 mph; 0-260 km/h), 

odometer, trip meter, riding time and fuel level
•Records average speed and top speed
•Measures: 2.17” dia. (55mm) without bezel; 2.55” dia. (64.8mm) with bezel
•Includes gauge bracket, active speed sensor, speed sensor bracket and 

speed sensor magnet
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DB-02 OFF-ROAD 
SPEEDOMETER

•Specifically designed for use on dirt 
bikes and ATVs

•Internal battery allows use on models 
without 12V power source

•Easy-to-read digital LCD display with 
white backlight

•Displays speed (0-225 mph; 0-360km/h), digital and bar graph tachometer, 
odometer, dual trip meters, hour meter, thermometer and volt meter

•Indicator lights for three-stage shift warning, adjustable speed warning  
and temperature warning

•Keeps record of top speed, max rpm and top temperature
•Measures: 2.6” H x 4.28” W x 1.05” D (66.7x108.7x26.8mm)
•Includes gauge bracket, active speed sensor, speed sensor brackets and 

magnet and two temperature sensors
•Plug-in indicator kit available separately

SUG. RETAIL...............$221.95 PART # 2201-0082

DB-02R STREET/RACE 
SPEEDOMETER

•Easy-to-read digital LCD display with 
white backlight

•Displays speed (0-225 mph; 
0-360km/h), digital and bar graph 
tachometer, odometer, dual trip 
meters, hour meter, thermometer, volt meter and fuel level

•Indicator lights for three-stage shift warning, adjustable speed warning and 
temperature warning

•Keeps record of top speed, max rpm and top temperature
•Additional features include target speed timer, target distance timer and top 

speed timer
•Measures: 2.6” H x 4.28” W x 1.05” D (66.7x108.7x26.8mm)
•Includes gauge bracket, active speed sensor, speed sensor brackets and 

magnet and two temperature sensors
•Plug-in indicator kit available separately

SUG. RETAIL...............$239.95

SUG. RETAIL...............$169.95 PART # 2201-0090
SUG. RETAIL.................. $39.95

PART # 2201-0083

RX2-NR GP-STYLE RACE 
TACHOMETER

•Easy-to-read gauge with dial-type tachometer  
and digital display

•Blue back-lit dial with lighted needle shows 
tachometer with 0-16000 rpm range; light point 
shows max rpm that is regularly reached

•Digital display shows tachometer and thermometer
•Programmable shift light
•Adjustable high temperature warning
•Keeps record of max rpm and top temperature
•Measures: 4” H x 5.35” W x 2.05” D (100.7x135.7x52mm)
•Includes gauge bracket and temperature sensor

SUG. RETAIL...............$199.95 PART # 2201-0085

PLUG-AND-PLAY KITS AND ADAPTER BOARDS 
FOR KAWASAKI EX250 NINJA

FOR USE WITH KOSO RX-2 AND RX-2N SPEEDOMETERS
•Allows use of Koso RX-2 and RX-2N gauges on Kawasaki EX250 Ninja
•Plug-and-play kits include wiring  

harness and all necessary sensors SUG. RETAIL................... $49.95
DESCRIPTION PART #
RX-2 adapter board 2201-0086
RX-2 plug-and-play kit 2201-0088
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
RX-2N adapter board 2201-0087
RX-2N plug-and-play kit 2201-0089
 

PART # 2201-0084

DL-02R TACHOMETER
•Easy-to-read digital LCD display with blue 

backlight and chrome housing
•Two easy-to-access function buttons on front  

of instrument
•Displays adjustable tachometer (10,000, 15,000 

or 20,000 rpm range), thermometer and clock
•Measures: 2.17” dia. (55mm) without bezel; 2.55” dia. (64.8mm)  

with bezel
•Includes gauge bracket and temperature sensor

SUG. RETAIL...............$169.95 PART # 2201-0091

MINI TACHOMETER
•Compact, easy-to-read LCD display
•Displays tachometer within  

0-15000 rpm range
•Records max rpm
•Measures: 1.33” H x 2.42” W x .61” D 

(33.7x61.5x15.6mm)

SUG. RETAIL.................. $59.95 PART # 2211-0089

2201-0086

2201-0088
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SUG. RETAIL...............$152.95 PART # 2211-0090

GP-STYLE UNIVERSAL TACHOMETER WITH TEMPERATURE GAUGE
•Contrasting, easy-to-read black background with blue backlight
•Stepper motor keeps dial needle stable through the heaviest vibrations
•Gauge dial shows tachometer with 0-9000 rpm range; adjustable by units of 100 rpm
•Blue-backlit digital display shows water temperature
•Gauge measures 55mm (2.17”) dia. without bezel; 61mm (2.4”) dia. with bezel
•Includes gauge bracket and water  

temperature sensor

MINI LAP TIMER
•Complete kit includes lap timer, IR beacon and IR receiver
•Internal battery allows use with or without 12V power source
•White backlight for easy viewing during late day laps
•Indicator lights for best lap check and signal check
•Lap timer measures: 1.75” H x 3.43” W x .82” D 

(44.2x87.2x20.85mm)
•IR beacon measures: 1.46” H x 5” W x 2.95” D 

(37x127.3x75mm)
•IR receiver measures: .65” H x 2” W x 2” D (16.4x50x50.7mm) SUG. RETAIL...............$229.95 PART # 2130-0057

GEAR INDICATOR
•Compact, easy-to-read blue LCD display
•Indicates selected gear from neutral to sixth gear
•Programmable shift light
•Measures: 1.97” H x 1.18” W x .95” D (50x30x24mm)
•Fits models listed below PART # 2212-0308

FITS MODEL
APRILIA
Mille 01-02
Mille Factory 04
Futura 01-02
Falco SL1000 03
BENNELLI
Tornado 01-03
BMW
F650CS/GS 01-08
R1150R 02-04
DUCATI
749 03-06
996 99-01
998 02-04
999 03-07
 

FITS MODEL
HONDA
CB600F 04, 06
CBR600F4 99-00
CBR600F4i Sport 01
CBR600RR 03-07
VFR750F 94-97
VFR800 02-10
CBR900/929/954RR 93-03
CBR1000RR 06-07
RVT1000R RC51 00-06
CBR1100XX 97-03
ST1300 03-09
VTX1800 02-08
 

FITS MODEL
KAWASAKI
ZX-6R 00-10
Z750 04-07
ZX-9R 98-03
Z1000 03-07
ZX-10R 04-07
ZX-12R 00-05
MV AGUSTA
Agusta F4S 00-05
SUZUKI
GSF600 Bandit 96-03
GSX600F Katana 98-06
GSX-R600 97-02
DL650 V-Strom 04-09
 

FITS MODEL
SUZUKI (CONT)
SV650 99-09
SV650S 01-02
GSX750F Katana 99-00
GSX-R750 86-09
DL1000 V-Strom 02-09
GSX-R1000 01-09
SV1000 03-04
TL1000R 98-03
GSX1300R  
  Hayabusa 99-09
VL1500 Intruder 04-05
TRIUMPH
Daytona 600 04
Sprint RS 955 00-03
 

FITS MODEL
TRIUMPH (CONT)
Tiger 955 05
Daytona 955i 99-03
Speed Triple 1050 03
Sprint ST 1050 04, 06
Tiger 1050 07
YAMAHA
FZ6 01, 03-07
YZF-R6 98-07
FZ1 00-07
YZF-R1 99-07
FJR1300 01-06
XV1700 Road Star  
  Warrior 02-09
 

SUPER SLIM THERMOMETER
•Compact, easy-to-read LCD display
•Displays temp within a 32-248°F range  

with a resolution of 0.1°F
•Visual high temp warning
•Measures: 1.06” H x 2.22” W x .43” D 

(27x56.4x11mm)
PART # 2212-0312SUG. RETAIL.................. $49.95

SUPER SLIM VOLT METER
•Compact, easy-to-read LCD display
•Displays voltage within 8-18V range  

with a resolution of 0.1V
•Visual low voltage warning
•Measures: 1.06” H x 2.22” W x .43” D 

(27x56.4x11mm)

SUG. RETAIL.................. $39.95 PART # 2212-0311

HEATED GRIPS
•Durable construction and plenty of heat output
•Five levels of adjustment
•Set includes connecting wire with heater switch and handlebar bracket
•Included wiring harness will not interfere with throttle or brake control
•For use with battery
•Available for thumb-type throttles (7/8” and 7/8”); does not include heated thumb pad

SUG. RETAIL.....................................$59.95 PART # 0631-0064

SUG. RETAIL...........$137.95
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FITS MODEL STOCK GEARING CHAIN SIZE FRONT SIZE FRONT PART # REAR SIZE REAR SILVER ALUMINUM PART # REAR F5 BLACK PART # REAR CAT 5 BLACK PART #
BMW
S1000RR 10 17-44 525 16 1212-0722 41 1211-1056 1211-1063 1211-1070

17 1212-0723 42 1211-1057 1211-1064 1211-1071
43 1211-1058 1211-1065 1211-1072
44 1211-1059 1211-1066 1211-1073
45 1211-1060 1211-1067 1211-1074
46 1211-1061 1211-1068 1211-1075
47 1211-1062 1211-1069 1211-1076

(520 conversion) 17-44 520 16 1212-0724 41 1211-1077 1211-1084 1211-1091
17 1212-0725 42 1211-1078 1211-1085 1211-1092
18 1212-0726 43 1211-1079 1211-1086 1211-1093

44 1211-1080 1211-1087 1211-1094
45 1211-1081 1211-1088 1211-1095
46 1211-1082 1211-1089 1211-1096
47 1211-1083 1211-1090 1211-1097

 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
1211-1056 $69.95
1211-1057 69.95
1211-1058 69.95
1211-1059 69.95
1211-1060 69.95
1211-1061 69.95
1211-1062 69.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
1211-1063 $74.95
1211-1064 74.95
1211-1065 74.95
1211-1066 74.95
1211-1067 74.95
1211-1068 74.95
1211-1069 74.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
1211-1070 $74.95
1211-1071 74.95
1211-1072 74.95
1211-1073 74.95
1211-1074 74.95
1211-1075 74.95
1211-1076 74.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
1211-1077 $64.95
1211-1078 64.95
1211-1079 64.95
1211-1080 64.95
1211-1081 64.95
1211-1082 64.95
1211-1083 64.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
1211-1084 $70.95
1211-1085 70.95
1211-1086 70.95
1211-1087 70.95
1211-1088 70.95
1211-1089 70.95
1211-1090 70.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
1211-1091 $70.95
1211-1092 70.95
1211-1093 70.95
1211-1094 70.95
1211-1095 70.95
1211-1096 70.95
1211-1097 70.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
1212-0722 $32.95
1212-0723 32.95
1212-0724 32.95
1212-0725 32.95
1212-0726 32.95
 

SPROCKETS
•Steel front sprockets are precision manufactured and induction hardened to precise tolerances  

to improve concentricity and provide a stronger, quieter and longer-lasting sprocket
•Plated to resist corrosion and provide the factory works look
•Drilled lightening holes reduce rotating mass
•Rear sprockets are available in aluminum, F5 PTFE black hardcoat or CAT5 aluminum
•Aluminum rear sprockets are the standard in the race industry with tight tolerances and a unique tooth design
•F5 PTFE black rear sprockets are built for endurance and are hard anodized with a jet black dye, then coated with PTFE for added lubricity
•CAT5 rear sprockets are CNC manufactured to the tightest tolerances and feature a unique tooth design
•CAT5 rear sprockets are also completely color anodized, excluding sweeps, mud grooves and teeth for a flash of color

SPROCKET APPLICATIONS

PRICE CHART

BRAKE/CLUTCH LEVERS MOUNTS
FOR BMW S1000RR 10

•Mounts are sold individually to allow customization  
and affordable replacement

•CNC-machined from billet aluminum

SUG. RETAIL.................. $27.95
DESCRIPTION PART #
Brake mount 0615-0080
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
Clutch mount 0615-0156
 

FRAME SLIDER BASE
FOR BMW S1000RR 10

•The ultimate in sportbike protection
•Patented revolutionary two-piece design accepts 

slider pucks (sold separately; see 2010 Parts 
Unlimited Street catalog)

•Bracket type base requires no fairing modification and is suggested for 
stock fairings

•When a crash occurs, there is no need to replace the entire set; simply 
replace the slider puck

•Shorty puck is also available when aerodynamics are a top priority
NOTE: Be sure to order TWO Frame Slider PUCKS to accompany your Frame Slider 

BASE (pucks do not include bolts).

PART # 0505-1102

MIRROR BLOCK-OFFS
FOR BMW S1000RR 10

•Provide clean and improved aerodynamics when mirrors are removed
•CNC-machined aluminum with black anodized finish
•Not intended for street use

PART # 0641-0111SUG. RETAIL.................. $43.95 SUG. RETAIL.................. $77.95

0615-0080

0615-0156
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MAGNUM ELECTRIC HORN SET
•Featuring an output of 118 dB, these are the loudest electric horns you can buy
•Direct replacement for most 12V electric horns
•Set includes two chrome finish horns (one high and one low tone), mounting brackets and 

installation instructions
NOTE: The use of a 30A relay (not included) to achieve maximum  

volume and protectthe stock electrical system is recommended. SUG. RETAIL....................$79.95 PART # 2107-0067

FITS MODEL
HONDA
VLX600/VLX600 Deluxe 88-05
VT700C Shadow 84-87
VT750C ACE 97-00, VT750CD ACE 97-04,  
  VT750DC Spirit 01-03/05
KAWASAKI
VN700 85
 

FITS MODEL
SUZUKI
VL800 Intruder Volusia 01-04
C50, C50 (Black), S50 Boulevard 05-06
VS1400 Intruder 87-04
S83 Boulevard 05-06
VICTORY
All Models, All Years
 

FITS MODEL
YAMAHA
XVS650 V-Star Classic/Custom 97-09
XV750 Virago (w/ engine guards) 88-98
XV1000/1100 Virago (w/ engine guards) 84-99
XVS1100 V-Star Classic/Custom 99-09
XV1600 Road Star 99-09
 

MULTI APPLICATION AIR HORNS
•Waterproof dual-trumpet air horns give a loud warning blast of 128 dB
•Trumpets, mounts and brackets are triple-plated chrome
•Includes horn assembly, air compressor, relay, simple wiring,  

cone-shaped dust/bug covers and complete installation instructions
•Air horns mount to the front right side engine guard; air compressor 

mounts to the frame behind the lowers
•Uses the stock horn button; bolt-on, plug-in installation

PART # 2107-0068SUG. RETAIL...............$199.95

CUSTOM LED TURN SIGNAL MIRRORS
•Anti-vibration design for clearer vision
•Feature super-bright LEDs that are easy to see in the brightest sun
•Front amber LEDs work as both turn signals and running lights; bright red LEDs on the 

outer rim of the mirrored side function as turn signals
•Notifies when signal is left on (for bikes without self-canceling turn signals)
•Also feature crystal clear lenses and triple chrome-plated frames
•Simple bolt-on, plug-in installation; includes adapters for metric motorcycles; convex mirrored glass measures 3” x 5.5”
NOTE: Some Triumph models may require additional hardware.
NOTE: If you want to replace a bike’s turn signals with these lights check your state’s driving lights guidelines first. Legal usages differ state by state.
NOTE: These LED Turn Signal Mirrors are designed to “piggy-back” with stock turn signals. If you wish to remove stock  

turn signals and use these mirrors as replacements you will need to purchase  
a load equalizer to keep the mirror LEDs blinking in correct time. PART # 0640-0525SUG. RETAIL...............$249.00

FITS MODEL DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
BMW
S1000RR 10 Left guard 0940-0961 $39.95

Right guard 0940-0962 129.95
 

FITS MODEL DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
SUZUKI
GSX-R1000 09-10 Left guard 0940-0963 $129.95
 

FITS MODEL DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
YAMAHA
YZR-R6 06-10 Left guard 0940-0964 $129.95
 

CASE GUARDS
•Low-cost alternative to complete case covers
•Offer protection against engine oil spillage in case of a crash
•CNC-machined from billet aluminum

REARSETS
•CNC-machined from solid billet aluminum; lighter and stronger
•Race grip footpegs offer traction for the most rigorous riding
•Wide range of adjustability and dual-roller bearings in each lever allow  

for ultra precise shifting and braking
•New V2 designs have rubber folding adjustable toe pegs and independently  

mounted levers to help prevent binding in case of a crash
FITS MODEL PART # SUG. RETAIL
BMW
S1000RR 10 1623-0119 $439.95
 

FITS MODEL PART # SUG. RETAIL
KAWASAKI
EX250R 08-10 1623-0120 $418.95
 

0940-0961

0940-0964

1623-0119
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G721 G852R
FITS MODEL POS. SIZE & RATING CODE LOAD/SPEED INDEX PART # SUG. RETAIL
YAMAHA
XV1900 Raider 11 F 120/70-21 G721 62H 0307-0050 $188.95

R 210/40R-18 G852R 73H 0304-0173 314.95

ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT TIRES
FOR SPORT, SPORT TOURING,  
CRUISERS AND STANDARDS

•The letter code in the tire size and rating 
column is also on the sidewall of the tire and 
the tire label; tires are the same size, but 
compound and construction will vary to suit the 
weight, horsepower and handling characteristics 
of the model for which each tire was designed

•H-rated for speeds up to 130 mph

AIRHAWK 2 
SEAT PADS

•Unique inflatable, 
multiple-cell design 
for the ultimate in 
comfortable seating and 
vibration absorption

•Made from polyurethane 
and features a breathable, stretchable outer cover and a nonskid urethane  
base to protect your seat

•Feature open-mesh side panel to allow air circulation through individual air cells creating extra ventilation to reduce heat buildup
•Patented Shape Fitting Technology eliminates painful pressure points and promotes consistent blood flow for a longer, more comfortable ride
•Automatically adjusts to the shape of the rider
•Raises ride-height only slightly
•Securely fastens via double strap system running under seat or pillion
•Will not scratch or disfigure existing seat or pillion
•Valve for inflation, adjustment and deflation

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Medium (14” L x 14” W) 0807-0095 $99.95
Small (18” L x 12” W) 0807-0096 99.95
Small pillion (11” L x 9” W) 0807-0097 89.95
 

HIGH-FLOW 
REPLACEMENT  
AIR FILTERS

•Designed to increase horsepower 
and torque

•Accordion design provides increased airflow and optimum filtration
•Original K&N High-Flow Technology
•Application specific sealing bead ensures an air-tight fit
•See 2010 Parts Unlimited Street catalog for cleaners
•Made in the U.S.A. for over 35 years
FITS MODEL PART # SUG. RETAIL
HONDA
NSA700 DN-01 700 08-10 1011-2044 $65.95
SUZUKI
SFV650 Gladius 650 09-10 1011-2043 59.95
YAMAHA
VMX1700 V-Max 09-10 1011-2045 59.95
 

DRYCHARGER
FOR KAWASAKI  

KLX450R 08-09 (ALL)
•This specially designed filter wrap 

is made to extend the service interval of K&N Filterchargers 
when used in dusty conditions

•Contains uniform micron openings like the K&N precharger,  
so air can get in but dirt and other contaminants cannot

•Silicone treatment deflects water splashed on the flame 
arrestor/air filter

•Uses sewn-in elastic opening to securely fasten to flame 
arrestor/air filter

•Custom fit
PART # 1011-2046SUG. RETAIL......... $32.95

0807-0095

1011-20451011-2044

0807-0096

0807-0097



DP BRAKES SINTERED METAL BRAKE PADS
FOR BMW S 1000RR 10

•DP Brakes brake pads are designed with sintered metal compounds to give your 
bike high-tech performance in all conditions

•Pads have a quick break-in period so you get maximum performance fast
•DP Brakes design and materials ensure consistent hard stops and fade-free performance
•Sintered metal compounds outlast more conventional organic or Kevlar® pads
•DP Brakes were rated #1 in Germany’s Motorrad magazine 

and England’s Motorcycle News in brake pad shootout tests

77

FITS MODEL SBS PAD #
STREETEXCEL SINTERED  
METAL FRONT PAD PART #

RACING SINTERED METAL  
FRONT PAD PART #

DUAL CARBON FRONT  
BRAKE PAD PART #

RACING DUAL SINTERED  
FRONT BRAKE PAD PART #

BMW
S 1000RR 10 870 1721-1249 1721-1251 1721-1250 1721-1252
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
1721-1249 $56.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
1721-1250 $72.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
1721-1251 $60.95
 

PART # SUG. RETAIL
1721-1252 $215.95
 

BRAKE PADS AND SHOES
BY SBS

FOR BMW S 1000RR 10
•Parts Unlimited brake pads by SBS feature asbestos-free brakes using patented Unified Composite Technology (UCT)
•UCT technology completely blends all brake pad materials into a balanced, unified pad
•This balance ensures no hot spots, glazing, premature fading or excessive rotor wear
•The result is powerful, fade-free braking performance, even in extreme conditions

DUAL SINTER RACING PADS
•A new standard in roadracing stopping power
•A true “full factory” performance race pad, developed and 

tested by World Superbike and Supersport factory teams
•Offers a strong initial brake “bite” and extended brake pad 

life; the ideal choice for endurance racing
•Available for the latest sport bikes and aftermarket calipers
•For track use ONLY!

PRICE LIST

APPLICATION CHART

FITS MODEL DP BRAKES FRONT PAD PART # DP BRAKES SPORT HH+ FRONT BRAKE PAD PART # SUG. RETAIL
BMW
S 1000 RR 10 1721-1256 1721-1255 $69.95
 

STREETEXCEL SINTERED METAL PADS
•The best in sintered replacement pads for high-performance front (HS) and rear (LS) 

street applications
•Use advanced sintering process technology; perfect for sport riding
•The highest coefficient of friction in the lineup to provide maximum stopping power
•Formulation also offers high fade-resistance and quick cool-down under severe braking
•When you need to replace your worn sintered metal pads, choose STREETexcel; the 

sinter compounds with the power to stop you

RACING SINTERED METAL PADS
•Pure racing pads, racetrack tested by professional race teams
•Front (RS) pads deliver outstanding performance with an 

extreme coefficient of friction (0.65) and temperature level 
over 300°C

•Dynamometer-tested to produce the best sintered racing  
pads available

•Compatible with today’s high-performance rotors
•Available for a selective range of high-performance machines
•Ideal pad choice for track days or stunt riding
NOTE: NEVER use RS pads for rear brake applications.

RACING DUAL CARBON
•Dual Carbon (DC) brake pads were developed in World Superbike, World Supersport 

and Grand Prix racing to deliver the highest levels of brake pad performance
•New DEST (Dynamic Energy Surface Treatment) eliminates bedding-in procedure  

and brake fade
•Full brake power after 8-10 stops; no thermal bedding required
•Consistent, powerful performance for the life of the brake pad
•Easy brake modulation and control; no rising friction curve at the end of a stop
•Initial brake pad bite is increased by 25% over current racing pad compounds
•Pads cause minimal wear on both racing stainless steel and cast iron discs
•Available for select high-performance applications
NOTE: NEVER use DC pads for street riding.

SPORT HH+ SUPERSPORT PADS
•Powerful, industry-high HH+ friction rating with no mileage penalty
•High-tech ceramic heat shield eliminates brake fade
•Dust-free compound design
•Quick break-in so you get maximum braking ability fast
•For front wheel use ONLY!

STANDARD SINTERED METAL BRAKE PADS
•GG friction rated and made with DP Brakes’ proven sintered metal material
•Gray-colored aluminum oxide-based ceramic material on rear of backing 

plate keeps heat away from caliper piston and fluid in extreme conditions 
for fade-free performance

•Pad compound gives equal performance in wet or dry conditions
•Ideal replacement for street and touring machines where durability is the 

prime requirement
•TUV/KBA approved to EEC braking regulation 13/05
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STORMRIDER HEATED BODYWARMER
•The warmest, safest and most durable heated vest on the market, but thin enough to be worn as a mid-layer (under an outer 

jacket of choice)
•Uses breathable, lightweight, waterproof and windproof fabric called AirXtream®

•The exo2 FabRoc™ heated panel technology can even be hand washed 
•The heated panels are located at the lower back/kidney area and chest, maintaining a constant 50°C or 122°F temperature
•Fused power cable (supplied) connects directly to the snowmobile (must be equipped with an electric start and a 12V battery) 

or use exo2 Power Pack and Charger (see page 57 of the 2011 Parts Unlimited Snow catalog)
•Can be used with an optional Stormrider Controller Unit providing nine levels of heat (see page 57 of the 2011 Parts Unlimited Snow catalog)
•Bodywarmer draws approximately 4.1 amps at full power 
•Uses left hand zipper
•Sizing is based on U.S. men’s jacket sizes
NOTE: Heat operates in kidney area only when  

using the optional power pack.

DESCRIPTION PART #
X-small (32-34”) 2830-0171
Small (34-36”) 2820-1359
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
Medium (38-40”) 2820-1360
Large (42-44”) 2820-1361
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
X-large (46-48”) 2820-1362
XX-large (50-52”) 2820-1363
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
XXX-large  
(54-56”) 2820-1364
 

STORMWALKER 
HEATED JACKET

•The heated kidney/lower back area, 
new heated pockets and zip-off 
sleeves promote use as an outer 
layer in addition to an  
active mid-layer

•Made from superb windproof, 
waterproof and breathable Air 
Xtream® fabric, you can leave those 
mid-layers off and just enjoy your 
own personal climate control system

•Fused power cable (supplied) 
connects directly to the snowmobile (must be equipped with an electric 
start and a 12V battery) or use exo2 Power Pack and Charger 
(see page 57 of the 2011 Parts Unlimited Snow catalog)

•Can be used with an optional Stormrider Controller Unit providing nine 
levels of heat (see page 57 of the 2011 Parts Unlimited Snow catalog)

•An excellent choice for passengers or for milder days/climates  
(heating to 43°C or 110°F)

•Jacket draws approximately 0.6 amps 
•Uses left-hand zipper
•Sizing is based on U.S. men’s jacket sizes
DESCRIPTION PART #
X-small (34-36”) 2820-1365
Small (37-39”) 2820-1366
Medium (40-42”) 2820-1367
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
Large (43-46”) 2820-1368
X-large (48-51”) 2820-1369
XX-large (52-55”) 2820-1370
 

SUG. RETAIL........ $199.95

STORMWALKER HEATED VEST
•Keep your whole mid-torso warm with the new 

StormWalker Heated Vest 
•Along with the heated lower back/kidney area, 

the heated pockets keep both the hands and the 
abdomen warm 

•Fused power cable (supplied) connects directly 
to the snowmobile (must be equipped with an 
electric start and a 12V battery) or use exo2 
Power Pack and Charger (see page 57 of the 2011 
Parts Unlimited Snow catalog)

•Can be used with an optional Stormrider 
Controller Unit providing nine levels of heat  
(see page 57 of the 2011 Parts Unlimited Snow catalog)

•An excellent choice for passengers or for milder days/climates  
(heating to 43°C or 110°F)

•Jacket draws approximately 0.6 amps 
•Uses left-hand zipper
•Sizing is based on U.S. men’s jacket sizes
DESCRIPTION PART #
X-small (34-36”) 2830-0077
Small (37-39”) 2830-0078
Medium (40-42”) 2830-0079
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
Large (43-46”) 2830-0080
X-large (48-51”) 2830-0081
XX-large (52-55”) 2830-0082
 

SUG. RETAIL........ $169.95

SUG. RETAIL.......................................$239.95

DESCRIPTION PART #
Small (26-32”) 2703-0073
Medium (30-36”) 2703-0074
Large (34-40”) 2703-0075
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
X-large (38-44”) 2703-0076
XX-large (42-48”) 2703-0077
 

HEATWAVE HEATED  
BACK SUPPORT

•Heated lower back support/kidney belt has 
elasticized nylon sections with hook-and-loop 
closure and pull-forward handles for a good, snug fit

•Use to ease the lower back muscle strains on long  
rides or through rough terrain 

•Fused power cable (supplied) connects directly to the 
snowmobile (must be equipped with an electric start and 
a 12V battery) or use exo2 Power Pack and Charger (see page 57 
of the 2011 Parts Unlimited Snow catalog)

•Can be used with an optional Stormrider Controller Unit providing nine 
levels of heat (see page 57 of the 2011 Parts Unlimited Snow catalog)

•Back Support draws approximately 0.6 amps 
•Sizing is based on actual waist measurement SUG. RETAIL...... $99.95

STORMSHIELD HEATED 
GLOVES

•Waterproof, windproof and breathable 
Porelle insert for comfort and safety 

•Back and cuff are Cordura with cowhide 
leather water-repellent reinforcements 

•Molded PVC knuckle protectors covered  
with Carbo-Leather 

•Carbo-Leather reinforcements on cuffing  
and little finger 

•Hook-and-loop wrist and cuff closure 
•Visor wipe on each thumb  
•Each glove draws approximately 0.6 amps or 1.2 amps for the pair 
•Fused power cable, Y-splitter and long harness included, for use on 

snowmobiles with electric start and 12V battery
•Sizing is based on the circumference of the hand/palm  

just under the knuckles (not including  
the thumb)

DESCRIPTION PART #
XX-small (4.5-5.5”) 3310-0256
X-small (5.5-6.5”) 3310-0257
Small (6.5-7.5”) 3310-0131
Medium (7.5”-8.5”) 3310-0132
 

DESCRIPTION PART #
Large (8.5-9.5”) 3310-0133
X-large (9.5-10.5”) 3310-0134
XX-large (10.5-11.5”) 3310-0135
 

SUG. RETAIL..... $229.95


